The first Chapter, which was previously entitled "Categories of Taxa, and the terms denoting them," now appears as "Ranks of Taxa, and the terms denoting them," a change that seems incorrect. The words "category" and "rank" are not synonymous.
as may easily be seen from such a sentence as "Tribe is a category of higher rank than genus." This chapter deals with the categories as well as their relative rank. Nor is "taxon" an exact synonym of "category"; otherside, there would have been no need to invent the term. This seeming prejudice against the word "category" in the new edition is especially deplorable in the treatment of the former Art. 8, which read: .,Botanical nomenclature deals with: (1) the terms which denote the categories of taxonomic groups or units, and the relative ranks of these categories.. ." and which is now rendered (as a part of the Preamble) as "... the terms which denote the ranks of taxonomic groups or units..." There is a distinct loss of meaning here, for the single word "ranks" can not arbitrarily be made to mean both "categories" and "relative ranks of these categories." These changes represent emendations by the Editorial Committee and not decisions of the Paris Congress. The French translation unfortunately follows the English, but the German translation (excellently done by Dr. G. M. Schulze) correctly maintains the logical distinction between category ("Fachausdriicke") and rank ("Rangstufe").
Attention should be called to Art. 18, Note 1. This is new, and is an addition by the Editorial Committee not authorized by the Paris Congress. It reads: "When a name of a family has been published with an improper termination, the ending must be changed to accord with the rule, without change of the author's name." This may or may not be a desirable addition, but it should be discussed at the next Congress.
It was obviously drawn up by analogy with the authorized note in Art. 19 regarding the names of subfamilies, but because a provision is good for one category does not necessarily mean that it is good for others. In this case, subfamilies are less important (especially to the general botanist) and usage has been less standardized; in the case of family names great care must be used to adopt provisions that will result in the retention of the largest number of familiar names. The note in question could conceivably result in a number of changes.
In my opinion, it is unfortunate that Rec. 33A (Stockholm Code), reading: "The specific epithet should preferably give some indication of the appearance, the characters, the origin, the history or the properties of the species. If taken from the name of a person, it usually recalls the one who discovered or described it, or was in some way connected with it," was deleted by the Paris Congress, the Rapporteur having stated that it was superfluous and that its last sentence was contrary to actual practice. This is obviously not true, as a casual check of specific epithets in the Index Kewensis in any genus will show; almost all that are named for persons are named for the collectors or occasionally for other persons connected in some way with making known the new species. Even in the seemingly extreme case of Rooseveltia frankliniana. Mr. Roosevelt was actually connected with and participated in the expedition during which the new genus was collected. In any case, this recommelldation did have a purpose, that of indicating tasteful usage, and should not have beell deleted. Now one is free to name species arbitrarily in honor of the President of one's university or for one's rich Aunt Susan without restraint. Since there is anr understanding that items voted on at Paris or Stockholm will not be brought up again in Montreal, nothing can be done about this at present. But it is worth while keeping in mind the possibility of the restoration of this recommendation to the Code at some future time.
Another Recommendation that was deleted by the Special Committee on Orthography was 82 I (Stockholm Code), which treated of certain kinds of orthographic variants, with the justification that "being only a Recommendation it cannot provide a basis for changing existing names." But if that is a valid reason then all the Recommendations in the Code could be similarly deleted. The intention of this Recommendation was not to change or correct existing names but to provide a guide as to which may be considered orthographic variants and therefore homonyms, a much-needed guide that might well have been expanded rather than deleted, considering the general status of classical education, or the lack of it, in the United States at least.
The placing of the Appendices seems illogical. Appendix I (Names of Hybrids) and II (Fossil Plants) are placed immediately following the main text, where they should be, but III, IV, and V are placed at the back of the book, where they are widely separated and may, at least IV and V, be overlooked. This may have been done partly because III (the list of conserved generic names) is extensive and is the same in all languages. But it was not necessary, for all the appendices could have been placed directly after the English version, and then all that would be necessary would be a cross-reference at the appropriate place in the French, German, and Spanish translations to the location of Appendix III: it would not have been necessary to reprint it for each translation. Or again they could have been differently numbered, so that the present IV and V were III and IV, and then only the list of conserved names would be at the end. There was an effort made at Paris to delete Appendix IV (The determination of types), but the Congress voted to retain it. It is an integral part of the Code and should have a prominent place. The Code is based now fundamentally on the type method, and so the determination of what are or should be types is basically important. Unfortunately, it is one of the truly difficult parts of plant taxonomy, especially the determination of the types of genera that originally contained heterogeneous mixtures, such as the fern genera Aspidium, Nephrodium, or Gymnogramma. In the nature of things, there should not be any hard and fast Rules; each case must be judged on its own merits, which means a careful weighing of several or many factors; experience and judgement are really the only safe guides, but these come only with maturity and not always even then. Appendix IV gives a summary of the best practices and is invaluable for the student. The fact that its provisions are only guides rather than absolute Rules does not mean that it is not entirely appropriate for inclusion in the Code.
Less of a case can be made for the inclusion of the new Appendix V (Guide to the citation of botanical literature), which is not so important intrinsically, and which is also more debatable. Some of the provisions, such as the use of the abbreviation "Am." rather than "Amer." for American, and "Jour." instead of "Journ." for Journal are contrary to much good general usage. As a matter of fact, this "Guide to citations" is not followed consistently even by the editors of the Paris Code. For instance, it is recommended that bold face be used for volume numbers, but the Paris Code uses ordinary face in its citations. These decisions as to citations can be safely left to the editors of the various journals, for they will do as they like anyway.
The new provisions for the modification of the Code include the taking of a preliminary mail vote, as was done for the Paris Congress. The distribution of the proposals and a discussion of them in advance is certainly a good thing, but I am not sure if it is wise to attribute much weight to a mail vote. I am afraid that it is true that a large number of voters automatically followed the recommendations of the Rapporteur concerning the advisability of each proposal and did not think matters through for themselves thoroughly. This is perhaps inevitable, for having a valid opinion on some of these technical points requires a good deal of thought and study, as well as a background in actual use of the Code. Fortunately, the Rapporteur is a man of good judgement and his opinions are generally sound. Even so, he is not infallable, as is shown by his advocacy of several proposals that were firmly rejected and others that he withdrew from the voting at Paris even though they had been approved by the mail vote.
As an indication of the unreliability of the mail vote may be cited the two proposals regarding Rec. 17A (Stockholm Code); the first one was defeated 118 to 177 and the second accepted 233 to 66 and one might reasonably assume that they were utterly opposed, and yet they were identical -to delete the Recommendation! There were eight proposals regarding that ever-popular subject for debate, Rec. 82G (Stockholm Code) dealing with capital or lower case letters for specific epithets, ranging all the way from recommending all small letters to all capital letters, and including proposals to delete the Recommendation and to reaffirm it. All proposals -to modify it, to delete it, and to reaffirm it -were rejected in the mail vote. Under the circumstances, the Editorial Committee did the only possible thing and kept the wording in the Paris Code the same as previously. (This question was not voted on in the open meeting in Paris but was referred to the Editorial Committee, along with all the rest of the Article dealing with orthography.) This instance shows that it is not desirable to put forward proposals merely to reaffirm the current wording of an Article; the proposal can be defeated without any substitute being accepted.
In spite of its unreliability, the mail vote has been used to reject a large number of proposals.
I in place of "effectively published." This change was disapproved by the Rapporteur, not because it was not right but because he advocated deleting this part of Art. 48. At the Paris Congress, it was pointed out to him that this Article does have a meaning and that it should not be deleted, and the Rapporteur withdrew his proposal to delete it, but that still left the necessary emendation rejected by the mail vote, and so the Article appears in the Paris Code (as Art. 39) with the incorrect "effectively." And since the correction was rejected by the Paris Congress it presumably can not be brought up again at Montreal.
Another more notable example at Paris was Dr. Rickett's proposed new Art. 74 bis: "A name must be rejected if it has no type," which has much to recommend it, for it lies within the framework of accepted usage and introduces no new principle and yet it provides a means of rejecting many old, doubtful and untypified names. Yet it was rejected in the mail vote, not on its own merits but on the recommendation of the Geneva Conference, which preferred another new article (concerning nomina specifica rejicienda) which was rejected at the Congress. An attempt to bring up then Dr. Rickett's alternative proposal was summarily dismissed by the presiding officer on the grounds that it had received more than 200 negative mail votes. In such a case, there ought to be a little leeway left to the presiding officer.
A rather strange thing seemed to have happened in regard to Dr. Wheeler's proposal on Art. 43 (Art. 33, Paris Code) which read (in part) as follows: "When, on or after 1 Jan. 1953, two or more different names (so-called alternative names) are proposed simultaneously for the taxon by the same author, none of them is validly published." Dr. Wheeler proposed to delete "on and from 1 Jan. 1953." This is a fundamental emendation, for it makes the Rule retroactive to 1753 when no other date is specified. The Rapporteur recommended the adoption of the proposal and it received 217 affirmative mail votes against 99 negative votes. Yet in Paris it was apparently rejected summarily without discussion by a show of cards; at least, no discussion is reported in the account published in Taxon (4: 155. 1955) and 1 recall none.
Very likely fewer proposals will be submitted to the coming Montreal Congress, and there may be time for discussion of all of them without having any automatically rejected. Of course, purely minor emendations to wordings or examples can be referred to the Editorial Committee without discussion.
It is to be hoped that only minor changes will be adopted at Montreal. We should give our present Code, still new and untried, a chance to prove itself. Possibly it is not within the power of any one Congress to limit the authority of a subsequent Congress, but it certainly can recommend to future Congresses that no more nomenclature sessions be held for a period of years, as the Geneva Conference recommended to the Paris Congress. The arguments that were adduced at Paris against a ten-year respite from rules changes seem to be without sufficient force to outweigh the positive advantages. The time has come when we should work with our Code and not on it.
